[Neuroanesthesia].
Anesthesiological challenges during craniotomy result from the anatomically related low compensatory capacity of the intracranial space in response to increased volume and the low ischemic tolerance of brain tissue. The anesthetic agents used should therefore not increase the intracranial volume and improve the ischemic tolerance. An acute life-threatening increase of intracranial pressure can be temporarily treated by hyperventilation until measures, such as osmotherapy and infusion of intravenous anesthetics become effective. During an operation the homeostatic parameters including blood volume, blood pressure, partial pressure of carbon dioxide and oxygen in blood, plasma glucose concentration and core body temperature have to be closely monitored and kept normal (6 Ns). Optimal implementation of anesthesia necessitates a detailed knowledge of the surgical approach and potential complications. Postoperatively, patients should be extubated as soon as possible to closely monitor cognitive function so that potential deterioration can be detected.